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Spacecraft Attitude Determination Using a Decoupling Filter
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In this paper, an algorithm for real-time attitude estimation of spacecraft motion is investigat
ed. For efficient computation, the decoupling filter presented in this paper is accomplished by
a derived pseudo-measurement from the given measurement and the decoupled state in the
original system. However, the proposed decoupling filter contains model errors due to coupling
terms in the system. Therefore, we develope an attitude determination algorithm in which
coupling terms are compensated through an error analysis. The attitude estimation algorithm
using the state decoupling technique for real-time processing provides accurate attitude determi
nation capability under a highly maneuvering dynamic environment, because the algorithm does
not have any bias errors from a truncation, and the covariance of the estimator is compensated
by nonlinear terms in the system. To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm vis-a-vis
the EKF (extended Kalman filter), and the nonlinear filter, simulations have been performed by
varying the initial values of the state and covariance, and measurement covariance. Results show
that the proposed algorithm has consistently better performance than the EKF in all of the
ranges of initial state values and covariance values of measurement, and it is as accurate as the
nonlinear filter. However, the convergence speed of the nonlinear filter is faster than the
proposed algorithm because of the pseudo-measurement model errors in the proposed algorith
m. We show that the computational time of the proposed algorithm is improved by about 23%
over the nonlinear filter.
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1. Introduction

The high maneuverability requirements of
three-axis slewing spacecraft, when coupled with
stringent attitude and pointing accuracy require
ments, demand new techniques for the problem of
spacecraft attitude determination. Another point
of consideration is that it should operate in a real
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time on-board environment with only minimum
ground interface in the nominal operation mode.
This requirement imposes restrictions on. the
computational procedures for the real-time data
reduction and processing. Based upon the above
requirements, a real time on-board precision
attitude algorithm has been developed to provide
accurate attitude determination capability under a
highly maneuvering dynamic environment (Leffer
ts, et ai., 1982; Zwartbol, et aL, 1985; Vathsal,
1987). However, useful algorithms in any practi
cal application have not been realized. This paper
derives an attitude estimator from the Fokker
Planck equation and reformulation of measure
ment.

The model of spacecraft attitude represented
with quaternions is a second-order nonlinear
system (Bar-Itzhack and ashman, 1985; Vathal,
1987). The nonlinear filter for spacecraft attitude
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Fig. 1 Block diagram for attitude estimation using decopuling filter.

determination presented by Yoon, et al. (1998)

does not produce any truncation bias errors, and

the covariance of the estimator is compensated by

the nonlinear terms of the system, since the propa

gation equation of attitude represented with

quaternions is exactly derived by the Fokker

Planck equation (Jazwinski, 1970; Sage and

Melsa, 1971). The nonlinear filter however

requires a lot of computation because of an inher

ent nonlinearity and complexity of the system

model for attitude. This paper introduces a new

attitude estimation algorithm using the state

decoupling technique for efficient computation. If

the state variables in the attitude equation re

presented with quaternions can be decoupled into

quaternion and gyro drift, then the nonlinear

system of seven dimensions for attitude estimation

can be transformed to two decoupled linear sys

tems of dimensions four and three. The filter for

the decoupled system requires two measurement

equations related to quaternion and gyro drift.

Accordingly, the decoupling filter needs the

pseudo-measurement for gyro drift because the

measurement equation using star sensors is only a

function of quaternions. In this paper, pseudo

measurements for gyro drift are derived from the

given measurement equation using the character

istics of the attitude matrix. The decoupling filter

has large estimation errors by excluding the cou

pling terms of the state variables. Therefore, cou

pling terms are compensated through an error

analysis. The decoupled system concept for atti

tude estimation is illustrated in the block diagram

shown in Fig. I.

In Sec. 2 and Sec. 3, we review the special

features of the propagation and update equations

of the nonlinear filter for attitude estimation. In

Sec. 4, the equations of the decoupled filter are

derived. An error analysis of the decoupling filter

will be discussed in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, we will

discuss the simulation results and computational

load for the proposed algorithm. Finally, in Sec.

7, the main resulfs will be summarized.

2. Propagation of Nonlinear Filter for
Attitude Estimation

We assume that gyro errors are compensated by

gyro calibration, so that the remaining gyro errors

are only bias and white noise. Therefore, we will

use the fact that the model of the gyro in space

craft angular motions is related to the gyro output

vector !!.- according to the following relation

(Heller, 1975; Lefferts and Markley, 1982):

(I)
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If the two noise processes are assumed to be

uncorrelated, then we have

(7)

(9)

x ti) =[~I(t)J=[q(t)J.
- ~2 (t) 12 (t)

[
L1x1(t) J [q (t) - if (t) J
L1~2(t) - !!.. (t) - E. (t)

which is an implied definition of L1~. Substitution

of Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) yields

Let us express errors of the state ~ as fol1ows:

where

r(q) =[:: ~~3 !~11-q2 q, q4
-ql -q2 -q3

When we apply Eq. (10) to the propagation

equation derived from the Fokker-Planck equa

tion, the propagation equation of the state is

exactly obtained as fol1ows (Sage and Melsa,

1971; Vathsal, 1987):

i (t) = E[j (.!.)]

=[1/20. (!i- K2(t» 0J[KI (t)J
o 0 X2(t)

+ E[-1/20.(L1~2~t))L1~1 (t)J (lla)

The quaternion and the bias vector have been

shown to satisfy the fol1owing coupled differential

equations (Lefferts and Markley, 1982; Gai, et

al., 1985):

q (t) =1/20. (!i (t) - !!.. (t) - !1d t)) q (t)

(8a)

f(t) =!l.2(t). (8b)

If we assume that the spacecraft attitude states

are given by the attitude quaternion and the gyro

drift rate bias vector, then the dimension of the

attitude system is seven:

(4)

(3)

(2)

(5)

(6b)
[

0 (jJ3 - W2 WI]
0.(w) = - W3 0 WI W2.

- W2 -WI 0 W3
-WI -W2 -W3 0

q=[::]=[::~:: ::~~::~~~]q3 ¢z/¢o sin (¢o/2) ,

q4 cos (¢o/2)

where ¢x' ¢y, and ¢z are elements of the vector 1!.
which is a rotational unit vector related to the

rotation axes, and the angle ¢o is the magnitude of

the rotational vector. The quaternion possesses

three degrees of freedom and satisfies the fol1ow

ing constraint:

The quaternion differential equation is given

by (Mil1er, 1978)

q=l/2.0(!!!..)q, (6a)

where 0. (!!!..) is a skew symmetric matrix given by

Attitude determination for a spacecraft involves

the estimation of the orientation of the spacecraft

axes in space (Britting, 1971; Lefferts and Mark

ley, 1982). This is achieved by processing the

sensor's data on-board or on the ground. Com

monly used attitude estimation methods for space

craft are the Euler method, the direction cosine

method, and the quaternion method (Nurse, et

at., 1978). Among them, the quaternion method

is the most popular because of its advantages with

respect to nonsingularity, simplicity, and compu

tation time (Mil1er, 1978; Nurse, et al., 1978). In

the system investigated, the attitude is represented
by a quaternion defined as

The vector!!!.. is the true angular velocity, !!.. is the

drift rate bias, and !J.1 is the drift rate noise. The

drift rate noise !11 is assumed to be a Gaussian

white noise process. The drift rate bias is itself not

a static quantity, but is driven by a second

-Gaussian white noise process of the fol1owing

form
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( lib)

3. Discrete Update Equation

(13e)
-CV2]

CVI

°
L~(t)x] =[_0(113 ~3

CV2 - CVI

[

aYP33+azP22 - aZPI2
M' (t) = - aZPI2 axP33 + aZPII

- ayPI3 - aXPZ3

-ayPl3 ]
-axP23

ayPII +axP22
(13f)

where a is the variance of gyro. [~( t) x] (Britting,
1971) is the skew symmetric matrix. The derived
Eq. (13) is a recursive form of the six-dimen
sional differential covariance equation for a gen
eral gyro model.

where

We assume that the spacecraft is equipped with
two precision star trackers for obtaining attitude
information of the spacecraft in inertial space.
The measured value of a star sensor in the body
frame can be written as the following equation
(Lefferts, et al., 1982; LO, 1986; Vathsal, 1987);

~= TABS (qc)As/ (q)e..+!t, (14)

where Asdq) is the spacecraft attitude matrix,
ABs(qC) is the alignment matrix of the star
tracker, and e.. is a star position vector in the
reference coordinate system. E.' is a random noise
vector due to star catalog position errors and
star tracker output noises. The attitude matrix
with the quaternion in Eq. (14) is a second-order
nonlinear function. We will attempt a reformula
tion of the measurement equation in which mea
surement noise implies the nonlinearity of the
mesurement. Accordingly, if we replace the states

~ in Eq. (14) with i.+L1~, then the measurement
equation is rewritten as follows:

~i= TABS (Qc) {As/ (KI) .ei+ Hi(Kh ei)L1~I}+.!:'i,
(15a)

E[ -1/20 (L1~2(t» L1~1 (t)]

r

-P27 +/J36 - P4S]
=1/2 PI7-/J3S-P46

- PI6+P2s - PH
PIS+P26+P37

where Pii is the element of the error covariance
matrix of state estimates. The prediction values of
the state vector obtained from Eq. (11) have the
properties that they do not contain truncation
errors due to nonlinearity of the system for atti
tude dynamics, and possess a simple form ame
nable to solving Eq. (II).

The differential equation for the seven-dimen
sional error covariance matrix P is exactly der
ived from the Fokker-Planck equation as follows
(Sage and Melsa, 1971):

?=E[jL1~T]+ E[L1~F]+ E[GQG T]. (12)

where, !(~) is the right-half term of Eq. (10),
and

?'=F'P'+P'(F')T +G'Q(G')T +M'
(13a)

where G is the process noise matrix and Q is the
covariance matrix of the process noise.

The solution of Eq. (12) is employed by expan
ding the function f tx, t) by a Taylor series
(Jazwinski, 1970; Sage and Melsa, 1971), but is
difficult and complex. If we let the state errors be
Gaussian, then the continuous propagation equa
tion of the covariance p can be obtained by the
substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (12). However,
it is difficult to propagate P in the seven-dimen
sional state space, since the system matrix of the
attitude is a singular matrix. A transformation
matrix was derived by Lefferts et al. (1982) that
propagates the error covariance matrix in six
-dimensional state space. From the result, we can
obtain the covariance propagation equation of six
dimensions P' as follows:

.!:'.=TABs(qc)As/(L1~I)Pi+.!:'." (15d)

The redefined measurement noise of Eq. (l5c)

where,

SCXI) =[r(KI(t» 0]- ° I 7x6

F'(t)=[[W(~)x] -lt2IJ
G'(t) =[-1;2I ~J

(13b)

(l3c)

(13d)

T=[~ ~ ~J (15b)

(15c)
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is not a white Gaussian noise, but a colored noise.

In Eq. (15c), let elements of the star position

vector be px, py, and pz, respectively; then we can

obtain the stochastic mean value of the colored

measurement. That is,

E[~]= TAss (qc) E[As/ (Ll~l)ei]

= TAss (qc) (16)

[

(Pll- P22 - P33 +P44)Px+2 (P12+P34)Py+2 (PI3-P24) pz 1
X 2(PIZ-P34)PX+ (-Pll+P2Z-P33+P44) py+2 (P14 +P23) pz

2(PI3+Pu)Px+2(PZ3-PJ4)Py+ (-Pll- P22+P33+P«) pz

where the element Pii are the covariance elements

corresponding to state i and j. We assume that

state error Llx is Gaussian; then the covariance R
of the colored measurement noise can be obtained
as follows:

R= TAss (qc) {L(P, e) }Ass(qc) "T" +R'.
(17)

The elements of the L matrix in Eq. (17)

consist of a star position vector and covariance

elements. Note that the derived measurement

equation (Eq. (15a)) can be very easily deter

mined from the star position vector, and recursive

formulas are readily applicable. By observing the

measurement equation in Eq. (15a), one can see

that our intension is to correct the model error

due to the nonlinear terms of the measurement.

The discrete Kalman update equation of the

states is given by

ik( +) =ik( -) + Kk{~k- ~k}' (18)

Substituting Eq. (15a) into Eq. (18), the state

update equation is rewritten as

ik( +) =ik( -) + Kk{~k- TAss(qc)As/(il) iei

-E[~i]}

=ik(-) +Kk{~k-hk(il)-7l'k}, (19)

where hk(il)=TAss(qc)As/(il);ei and 7l'k=
E[~;]. We already know from Eq. (II) and Eq.
(l5a), that Xk(-) in Eq. (19) has no truncation

errors, and the residual of the measurement also

does not have truncation errors. Therefore, the

derived state update equation (Eq. (19)) dose not

have truncation errors due to the nonlinear terms

of the system and measurement. Let us define the

update covariance P as (Jazwinski, 1970; Sage
and Melsa, 1971; Lewis, 1986)

where

Ll~k (+)= ~k - s» (+)
=Ll~k (-) - K k{ TAss (qc) H,

X (ik, P)Ll~k+~k-7l'k}' (20b)

If we neglect the third moment of Ll~k under a

Gaussian assumption, then we can obtain the

update covariance equation as follows:

P, (+)= P, (- ) - P, ( - ) HkKI

-KkHkPk( -)

+ Kk{HkPk( - )HI+Rk}KI, (21)

where R k is a covariance matrix with a colored

noise due to the nonlinearity of the measurement.

Therefore, we can obtain the following optimal

gain under a Gaussian assumption:

Kk=Pk(-)HJ{HkPk(-)HI+Rk}-I. (22)

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21), we can

obtain the update covariance equation as follows:

We see that Eq. (23) is the same form as a linear

system, and it is compensated by the time-varying

nonlinearity of the system and measurement.

However, the update covariance equation neglect

ed the third moment, the proposed nonlinear filter

is accordingly a suboptimal filter because it does

not contain truncation errors due to the non

linearity.

4. Decoupling Filter Equation

The nonlinear filter in Sec. 2 and 3 requires a

signiticant amonst of computation because of the

inherent nonlinearity and complexity of the sys

tem model for attitude estimation. For efficient

computation, if we assume that the states in Eq.

(8) are decoupled by quaternion and gyro drift

terms, then the model of the decoupled system is

given by

Q = l/ZD (li, - !2..m ) a"+ l/ZD (li, - !2..m ) aa"
-l/Zr (qm)!}l-l/Zr (Llqm)!}l (24a)

6= !l.2' (24b)

Also, the decoupled covariance equation corre

sponding to Eq. (12) is obtained as follows:
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Substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (15a), the discrete
measurement equation is rewritten as follows:

The discretized form of Eq. (26) is given by

A (q) = TABS{I - Llt[~x];-dsIA (q) i-I'
(27)

P:=1/Z0 (J{ - 12m)P:;'+ l/ZP:;'OT(J{ - 12m)
+1/4r(q"')or: (q"') +1/4E[r(q"') or: (q"') ]

(25a)

P:'= Q2' (25b)

The decoupled filter requires the pseudo-mea
surement for gyro drift and the measurement
equation of a star sensor. To derive the pseudo
-measurement for gyro drift from Eq. (l5a), we
will use the following relation between the atti
tude matrix and angular velocity (Britting, 1971):

=~i-~i-I+TABS (qc)Llt[E.i-1x]AJs(qc) ~£-I
E.i =L1tTABS (qc) L!lI.i-lx]AIs(qc)3::-1+!!.;-3::;-1

(32b)

J:i= TABS (qc)Llt[Qi-Ix ]AJs(qc) ~£-l+E.i
(33)

where the mean and covariance of the pseudo
measurement noise E.i are calculated by

E[E.i] = E[LltTA BS(qc)[!lloi-lX]
XAJs(qc)~£-I+3::i-3::i-d=O (34a)

If we assume that the alignment matrix, ABS(qC),
is an identity matrix, then the pseudo-measure
ment can be represented as follows:

E[~i~f] = TABS (qc) E[L1t2[!lIX ]i-IAIs (qcl ~:_I (~:_I) T
XABS(qC)[!llx]iA,{s(qc) TT +ZRi].

(34b)

and
(26)A(q) =-[~(t)x]A(q).

where

where the magnitudes of at, J{' 12, and !!.,' gener
ally are smaller than unity. Therefore, we can
neglect the error in Eq. (35) because the relation
of the pseudo-measurement errors are given by

d:i=~i-~i-1+LltT[E.i-IX]~£-1 (35b)

E[Cicf]=Llt2[a3+a2 0 ]+ZR;. (35c)
-- 0 al+a3

Since s: in Eq. (35) is not available because of
the measurement noise, ~* is replaced by 3: in the
pseudo-measurement formulation. If ~ is used in
Eq. (35) rather than ~*, then the errors in Eq.
(35) reduce to those of Eq. (36):

(36)

(35a)

Llt[E.xl!!..'~E.' Llt[Qx]!!..'~E.' (37)

The gyro drift filter can be obtained by the gyro
drift equation in Eq. (24) and the pseudo-mea
surement equation in Eq. (35), and the quater
nion filter can be obtained by the quaternion
equation in Eq. (24a) and the measurement equa
tion of the star sensor in Eq. (15a) 0 Therefore, the
decoupling filter equations are represented by the
Table I (Jazwinski, 1970; Sage and Melsa, 1971;
Lewis, 1986).

~i= TABS (qc){I - Llt[~X];-l}A (q) i-IEi+ 3::;'
(28)

The right side of Eq. (28) is multipied by the
identity matrix ABSA.ks, and applying the relation
between the measurement value and true value of
the star sensor to Eq. (29), the measurement
equation is given by Eq. (30) (Gai, et al., 1985):

~i-I = TABS (qc)A SI (q) i-1Ei-I+3::;-1
= T~£-I+3:::_1 (29)

~i= TABS (qc){I - Llt[~X]i-d

XAIs(qc)~£-I+3::;' (30)

Inspecting Eq. (30), we can find that the measure
ment equation does not include the position
vector of the tracked star. Therefore the derived
measurement equation does not require identifica
tion algorithm with much computation time for
the tracked star. Substituting Eq. (I) into Eq.
(30), the measurement related to gyro drift is
given by Eq. (31):

~i= TABS (qc){I - Llt[ (E.i-Qi-I- .?b.i-!lX])
AIs(qc)~£-I+3::;' (31)

Let us simplify Eq, (31) through an auxiliary
variable defined by Eq, (32); then the pseudo
-rneasurement for gyro drift can be rewritten as
Eqo (33):

»<«: TABS (qc) [I -Llt~i-lx]AIs(qc)3:£-1-3::;-1
(32a)
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Table 1 Decoupling filter equations for attitude estimation.

State Propagation equation Update equation

6m=o 'p-m(+)='p-m(-) +K;'(y'i- f.i)
Gyro P;'=Q P;'( +) =P;'(-) - K:HbP;' (-)
drift Measurement.- d!.i=Hb'p-i+~i

Filter Gian: - K;'=P:( -) HlIHbP;' (-) HI+ &]-1

qm=1/2(!:!..-'p-m)qm
qm(+) <a"! -) + K:;'(~i-~;)

P:;,= FqP:;'+ P:;' F T
Quater-

+GQ1GT+M
P:;'( +) =P:;'(-) - K:;'HqP:;' (-)

nion ~i= TA 8S(qc) Asdq).e;+~;
Measurement: -

K:;'= P:( -) H:{fHqP:;' (-) Hl+ R]-l
Filter Gain: -

5. Algorithm and the Error Analysis of
Decoupling Filter

for the actual system of Eq. (39). A measure of
the designed filter performance is provided by the
actual estimation error covariance matrix as

Substituting Eq. (38) into Eq. (8), the model
of the actual system is obtained as follows:

It is clear that an inexact decoupling filter
model that neglects coupling terms will degrade
filter performance. In fact, such an inexact model
may cause the filter to diverge. It is therefore
important to evaluate the effect of coupling terms
on performance of the designed decoupling filter
(Jazwinski, 1970; Lewis, 1986).

In this section, we will minimize model error
through error analysis of the decoupling filter.
Suppose that the estimation errors of the decou
piing filter are described by

q =1/20 (li. - Qm) e"+1/20 (!:!.. - Qm) ,dqm
-1/2r (qm),dQm

-1/2r (,dQm),dqm-l/2r (qm)!J.1
-1/2r (,dqm)!ll (39a)

~=!l2. (39b)

In addition, the decoupled system model was
given by Eq. (24). From Eq. (24) and Eq. (39),

we can see that the model of the decoupled system
differs from the actual model. Now the computed
covariance matrix P" in the decoupling filter is
not the estimation error covariance matrix, since
the filter model differs from the actual model.
Thus, the filter is not the minimum variance filter

of the

K =[Kq]=[ e,(- )HJ}HqPq( - ) HI
T+

R) ~Il]
s, PM( - ) H q ut»,(- )tu +R)

(4Ia)
(4Ib)

(4Ic)

(4Id)
(4Ie)

(41f)

if (+)= if (- )+Kq (~i - %.i)
.t( +) =.t( -) + Kb(~i- %.;)
Pb( +) =pq(-) - KqHqPq(-)
Pbq(+)= Pbq ( - ) - KbHqPq( - )
P, (+)= P; ( - ) - KbHqPlq ( - ).

Also, Table I gives the update equation
decoupling filter for attitude estimation.

Pq= 1/20 (!:!.. - Qm) P:/,+1/2P:/,OT(!:!.. _ 'p-m)

-1/2r (qm) Pg'q
-1/2pg'qrT(qm) +1/4r( qm)Q1FT(qm)
+1/4E[r(qm) Q1r

T(qm)] (40a)

Pbq= 1/20 (!:!.. - Qm) pg'q-l/2r (qm)P: (40b)

Pb= Q2· (40c)

Inspecting Eq. (25) and Eq. (40), we can find
that the actual error variance is less than or equal
to the designed error variance since the decou
piing filter does not contain the correlation
matrix PM in Eq. (25). In this case, the stability
of the designed filter can not be guaranteed.

To improve performance of the decoupling
filter, we will compute the correlation matrix Pbq
using the update equation of the decoupling filter,
and the decoupling filter will be compensated by
computing Pbq. The update equation of the filter
for the actual system for attitude estimation is
given by

(38a)

(38b)

q=qm+,dqm

b=bm+,dbm.
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Ptq( +) =Ptq( -) -KtHqP:{-)

Pt( +) =Pt{ -) - KtHbPt( -).

Similarly, we can obtain the update equation of
the correlation matrix Pb q ( +) as

6. Simulation Results

The gyro noise and the measurement noise have
been simulated using RAND and GAUSS su
broutines that generate uniformly distributed ran
dom numbers and Gaussian-distributed random
numbers, respectively. The gyro data has been
simulated for a sampling time of 500 msec and
star outputs are simulated at an interval of 120
sec. The covariance propagation equations have
been simulated with a step size of 500 msec using
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme of numerical
integration on a digital computer. The standard
deviation of the process noise!J.1 has been simulat
ed for I arc second/sec. The standard deviation of
the measurement noise R' has been assumed to lie
between 10 arc seconds to 200 arc seconds. The

Therefore, the proposed algorithm using the
decoupling filter cannot be an optimal estimator.

Performance of the proposed attitude algorithm
in Sec. 5 is verified through the flow diagram
shown in Fig. 2. We assume that the orbital
period of a spacecraft is 120 min and the space
craft has two star trackers, with the angular
velocity of the spacecraft sensed by the gyros 0.05
deg/sec, Hence (01 =0, (02=0.005, and (03=0 degJ
sec are used for the simulation. Attitude sensors,
when operating under high and continuous slew
rates, acceleration, and jerk motions, may intro
duce significant errors because of the coupled
terms of three axes of a spacecraft (Lefferts, et al.,
1982; Zwartbol, et al., 1985; Vathsal, 1987).
Therefore, to verify the performance of the
proposed algorithm and EKF, simulations have
been performed by varying the initial state values
of the filters given in Table 2; the simulation
results are depicted in the corresponding figures.
Also, the covariance initial values corresponding
to the state initial values are given by

iiS= 1/20. (!:i - kS) qS-1/2E[o. C1J!.S) LlqS]
(44a)
(44b)bS=O

p~= 1/20. (!:i - kS)p~-1/2r (qS) Ptq

+ 1/2P~o.T{!:i - kS) -1/2PtqrT{ qS)
+1/4r(qS) Q1rT(qS) +1/4E[rUqS)

Q1rT(LlqS)] (44c)

n=~ (~)

fLS(+) = fLS(-) +K~(~i- %,t) (44e)

kS
{ +) =kS

( -) +Kt(x.i- f;} (44t)
P~( +) =P~(-) - K~HqP~( -) (44g)
Ptq( -) = Kt{Kt) T{K~(K:)T}-IP:( -)

(44h)
(44i)
(44j)

Pbq(+) =Pbq(-) - K/;'HqPqm ( -). (43)

If the decoupling filter can be compensated by
the computed correlation matrix in Eq. (25a) and
the update covariance equation in Table 1, then
the proposed filter will minimize the model error
of the decoupling filter. Therefore, the attitude
algorithm using the compensated decoupling fil
ter can be summarized as follows:

But the proposed algorithm in Eq. (44) has an
estimation error due to the model error of the
pseudo-measurement, and uses constant values of
Ps« between the cross-measurement interval.

The predicted values of gyro drift have the
same quantities since the model of gyro drift in
the decoupling filter is the same as the model of
the actual system, and we can assume that the
filter gain Ks in Eq. (41) equals K/;' since the
derived pseudo-measurement in the Sec. 3 is
nearly exact except for the effect of measurement
noise. If the correlation term Pb q in Eq. (25) is
compensated, then r,(-) in Eq. (41) equals P:;'
(-) in Eq. (25), also K, in Eq. (4Ia) equals K:;'
(-) in the Table 1. Applying these results to Eq.
(4Ia), Eq. (4Ib), and the decoupling filter gain
in Table I, the correlation matrix Pb q (-) can be
computed as

Pbq{ -) =K/;,(K:;') T{K:;'(K:]') T}-lp:]' ( -).

(42)
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l
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Gyro
~ Propagation 3 Dimensional
~ Emr Covariance Matrix

q(-)

IF. =sF.'sr I &.-)l Kq , ~, 11(+), ll.<-> Star

I
Covariance Update Ill.(+), P. (+) Quatemim andGyro Tracker
and PH calculationI I Drift RateUpdate ~

i Psuedo-

ITrace~ (+)I q I Measurement

[True Quatcrnionlt---=-q -.t.1 Square Mean I
I Generation I "' ofError

Fig. 2 Simulation flow diagram for attitude estimation.

Table 2 Initial values of the filters.

Rotation error(o.po) Quaternion error (0!l) Simulation results

5" 0!l= (0.025, 0.025. 0.025)T Fig. 3, Fig. 4

10" 0!l= (0.05, 0.05, 0.05)T Fig. 5, Fig. 6

15" 0!l= (0.075, 0.075,O.075)T Fig. 7, Fig. 8

standard deviation of the drift rate noise !l2 is
assumed to be 4.7X 10-5 arc seconds/sec.

The EKF, the nonlinear filter (Yoon, et al.,

1999), and the proposed algorithm have been
simulated under the given conditions. Since the
quaternion estimation is a random process, 100
Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for the
algorithms. Many simulation runs have been
made and the results are shown from Figs. 3-8
according to the given initial values. The root
mean square estimation errors of the quaternion
against star update are plotted in figures. It can be
seen from the figures that the proposed algorithm
shows consistently better performance than that of
EKF in all of the ranges of initial state values and

covariance values of measurement. In Figs. 3- 8,
it is apparent that the root mean square estima
tion errors of the quaternion are bounded by the
measurement update. Since the covariance of the
filter in the proposed algorithm is compensated
by the nonlinearities in the system, the root mean
square estimation errors of the proposed algorith
m are much lower than those of the EKF, and the
convergence speed of the proposed algorithm is
faster than that of the EKF. It can be seen from
Figs. 3-8 that the performance of the proposed
algorithm is as accurate as the nonlinear filter.
However, the convergence speed of the nonlinear
filter is faster than that of the proposed algorithm
because of the corrupted model errors in the
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Fig. 3 The errors of the quaternion for the decoupling filter, the EKF, and the nonlinear filter

(o<Po; 5°, R'; 100).
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Fig. 4 The errors of the quaternion for the decoupling filter, the EKF, and the nonlinear filter

(o<Po; 5°, R'; 400).
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Fig. 5 The errors of the quaternion for the decoupling filter, the EKF, and the nonlinear filter
(o¢o; 10°, R'; 100).
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(o¢o; 10°, R'; 400).
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Fig. 7 The errors of the quaternion for the decoupling filter, the EKF, and the nonlinear filter
(rS,po; 15°, R'; 100).
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Table 3 Results of computation for proposed algorithms(nl =4, nz=3, and r=2).

699

Divison Algorithms Multiplications Additions

Operation for Nonlinear 4nr+8nl + 12n~+28n~ 4nlnz+ llnl +45n~
Propagation (0.5 sec) +8nz+17=713 +15nz=542

Decoupling 4nH8nl +8nH20n~ 4nlnz+ llnl +35n~
+8nz+13=529 +12nz=443

Operation for Nonlinear 4(nl + nz)3-6(nl + nz)Z 4(n, + nz)3-10(n, + nz)Z
Updata (120 sec) +2(n,+nz) +5n~ +4 (nl + nz)+6n~

+90nl+nlr+3nzr +91nl-3nlr+2nzr

+5nz+3nrr+4nlrz +8nz+4r+3nrr

+2r3+ nlnZr + n~ +4nlrz+ nlnzr +2rz

+ n~+ nrnz+ n~r + n~+2nrnz

+12=1907 +n~r-2nr+3

=1698
Decoupling 2nln~+2nrnz+4n~ 3nlnH2nrnz+ 13n~

+90nl+nlr+2nzr +91nl+2nzr-nlr

+5nz+6nH5n~ +4nH9nz+2r

+2nrr +2nl r Z+2r3 +2nrr+2nlrz+ r Z

+2n~r+5nzrz+3n~ +3n~+ n~+ n~r

+17=1205 +3nzrz+8=1l98

Total Operation for Nonlinear 173027 131769
One Iteration (120sec) Decoupling 128165 107518

proposed algorithm.
In a practical application of the filter for atti

tude estimation, it is important to know the
computation time per iteration (Bierman, 1977;
Bar-Itzhack and Medan, 1983). According to the
scheme presented here, the decoupling filter can
be computed in pavalled since it is designed
independently to have two filters form. In the
simulation, the original system is 7-dimension,
thus the decoupling system can be divided into 4
and 3 dimensions, and the dimension of the
measurement is 2. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method is used for numerical integration under
the conditions that the propagation interval is O.
5 sec, and the update interval is 120 sec. The
computation times of the nonlinear filter and the
decoupling filter are summarized in Table 3
where Eq. (lla) and Eq. (I3a) are applied for
the propagation and Eq. (I7), Eq. (I8), Eq. (22),
and Eq. (23) are applied for the update. nl and
n« denote dimensions of the decoupled systems
and r denotes the dimension of the measurement.

From Table 3, we find that the computation time
of the decoupling filter is improved by about 23%
over the nonlinear filter.

In the problem of attitude estimation for the
satellite, the attitude information generally is
updated every I sec or 0.5 sec. Therefore, for both
the nonlinear filter and the decoupling filter, real
-time processing is guaranteed.

7. Concluding Remarks

The decoupling filter for attitude estimation
derived in this paper is accomplished by the
derived pseudo-measurement from the given
measurement and the decoupled state in the origi
nal system. The proposed algorithm for real time
processing, whose coupling terms are compensat
ed through an error analysis, provides accurate
attitude determination capability under a high
maneuvering dynamic environment. Moreover, in
a practical application of the filter, the computa
tion time of the proposed algorithm is improved
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by about 23% over the nonlinear filer.
To verify the performance of the proposed

algorithm with respectce to EKF and the non
linear filter, simulations have been performed by
varying the initial values of state and covariance,
and the measurement covariance values. Results
show that the proposed algorithm has consistently
better performance than the EKF in all of the
ranges of initial state values and covariance val
ues of measurement, and is as accurate as the
nonlinear filter. However, the convergence speed
of the nonlinear filter is faster than the proposed
algorithm because of the pseudo-measurement
model errors in the proposed algorithm. There
fore, the proposed attitude estimation algorithm is
useful for real time attitude estimation of a space
craft since it has good performance and is
computationally efficient.
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